
 

Packet 2 
 
1. Description acceptable. It’s not from Aliens, but during this battle, a female character says “punch 

it!” to a spaceship pilot before their surroundings blow up around them. At the end of this battle, a 
commander looked at a screen with eleven out of eighteen ships marked red with X’s. Cobalt (*) 
Squadron was completely wiped out during this battle, but managed to destroy the Fulminatrix commanded 
by Captain Canady. One side’s commander told an expressionless character to wipe the nervous expression 
off his face. For disobeying orders at this battle, Poe Dameron was demoted, despite successfully 
destroying the surface cannons of the First Order Dreadnought. For 10 points, identify this battle that took 
place a few days after the destruction of Starkiller Base at the end of The Force Awakens. 
ANSWER: opening battle of Star Wars: The Last Jedi [or the Resistance’s evacuation of D’Qar; or 
logical equivalents mentioning D’Qar, accept the destruction of the Dreadnought until “Dreadnought” is 
read; do not prompt on answers mentioning the pursuit of the Resistance fleet through hyperspace or 
anything mentioning Crait] <STW> <VP> 
 

2. MSNBC reporter Jenny Lerner confronts the now resigned Secretary of the Treasury in this film, 
convinced his resignation is related to an affair. Gene Shoemaker, who died during the production of 
this film, was credited as a science advisor. Oren Monash does not let on that he is (*) blind when he 
says his final goodbye to his family, and pilot Spurgeon Tanner, played by Robert Duval,  is unable to say 
good-bye to his family before he detonates a nuclear bomb to destroy the spacecraft Messiah, and the 
surrounding cometary fragment.  For 10 points, identify this film which sees the United States led by a 
president played by Morgan Freeman, and a world devastated when a small piece of a comet strikes the 
Atlantic Ocean. 
ANSWER: Deep Impact <MOV> <TE> 
 

3. Exactly four minutes before this action occurs, a girl dropped a teddy bear in a hallway but is carried 
away by an ensign while reaching for it. Stock footage of this action from an earlier episode was used 
when Geordi La Forge orders it in the episode "The Arsenal of Freedom." The Romulans performed 
a successful test of this action using a stolen experimental vessel, disabling a pursuing Nebula-class 
ship. A pair of Emergency Medical Holograms managed to trigger (*) "multi-vector assault mode" 
aboard the U.S.S. Prometheus, which begins with this action. Picard ordered this operation at high warp 
while being chased by Q, then transferred control of the ship to the Battle Bridge. For 10 points, identify 
this action in which parts of a Starfleet ship disconnect from one another. 
ANSWER: saucer separation [or starship separation; or descriptive equivalents until "disconnect" is 
mentioned; accept saucer separation with either U.S.S. Enterprise-D or U.S.S. Prometheus specifically; 
prompt on multi-vector assault mode with "what happens first?"] <STM> <VP> 
 

4. As a character hears a hissing sound coming from the door to this location, he shouts “get behind me, 
get behind me” before the door explodes inward. Just before entering this location, a character 
fiddles with a set of handcuffs that don’t fit as another character points out “this is not gonna work.” 
While stepping into an elevator that went up to this location, the unscripted line “I can’t (*) see a 
thing in this helmet” can be heard. One actor deliberately did not learn his lines for a scene here so he could 
more naturally improvise lines like “everything's perfectly all right now. We're fine. We're all fine here 
now, thank you. How are you?” That character blasts the control pad before remarking “boring 
conversation anyway.” For 10 points, name this location where Han and Luke rescued Princess Leia from. 
ANSWER: Detention Block AA-23 [or anything mentioning the detention center or detention level on the 
Death Star; prompt on descriptive answers not mentioning “detention”] <STW> <VP> 
 

5. In this film, a black and white schematic of a descending elevator within a fake US Department of 
Agriculture research center is flanked by shots of the faces of the man and woman in that elevator. In 
this film, it is strongly implied that the SCOOP satellite was searching for a new biological weapon 
before crashing to Earth. A drifter that drank sterno survived the title entity because his (*) blood 
was too acidic. Dr. Ruth Leavitt suffers an epileptic seizure from flashing alarms in the Wildfire laboratory. 



 

The entire town of Piedmont, Arizona is wiped out by the title entity which causes rapid clotting of blood. 
For 10 points, identify this film, based on a Michael Crichton novel, about a microbe which threatens to kill 
humanity. 
ANSWER: The Andromeda Strain <MOV> <TE> 
 

6. After being shown his seemingly fancy quarters, this man tries to regale Ensign Kane with a tale of a 
hotel room on Argelius, before Kane escaped the room. By connecting the phase inducers to the 
emitter array and locking it into a continuous diagnostic cycle, this man was able to save himself, but 
not his companion, Matt Franklin. Doctor Crusher informed him that he should feel fine for a man 
of a (*) hundred and forty seven, to which he responded “I don’t feel a day over a hundred and twenty.” 
This man requested that the holodeck show him the bridge of his old ship, “no bloody A, B, C or D.” For 
10 points, name this man rediscovered by the Enterprise-D crew in the episode “Relics,” the former chief 
engineer of Kirk’s Enterprise. 
ANSWER: Captain Montgomery Scott [or Scotty] <TNG> <VP> 
 

7. A word frequently shouted at these people was once loosely translated as “attention, listen up, 
concentrate, or yoo-hoo.” A joke told among these people involves three of them meeting on a neutral 
planet, and the weakest of them has a runny nose. Besides humans, the drug Tretonin was exclusively 
used by these people. A breakaway group of these people carried individual cloaking devices and 
were called the Sodan. High-ranking ones are (*) marked by pouring molten gold into a wound carved 
on their forehead. They are endowed with long life and strong immune systems by carrying a prim’ta inside 
X-shaped pouches in their abdomen. For 10 points, name these Goa’uld footsoldiers.  
ANSWER: Jaffa [prompt on Serpent Guard, Horus Guard or Setesh Guard; prompt on First Prime; do not  
prompt or accept “Goa’uld”] <SGA> <VP> 
 

8. Note to moderator: “id Software” is pronounced like it is written - ID is not spelled out.  
In a movie spinoff of this series, John Grimm and his twin sister Samantha encounter mutant 
humans produced by the addition of a 24th alien chromosome. The protagonist of this series was 
originally named Buddy Dacote, which was an acronym for “dies at conclusion of this episode,” and 
was later confirmed to be the great-grandson of (*) Wolfenstein protagonist B.J. Blazkowicz. One 
enemy in this game has exposed red wires on its torso, a rocket launcher attached to its left arm and a 
Minotaur head. The 2005 spinoff film of this video game series starred Dwayne Johnson, and the next 
edition in this series is subtitled “Eternal.” For 10 points, identify this series published by id Software, the 
second of which was titled “Hell on Earth.” 
ANSWER: Doom <VGM> <VP> 
 

9. This man convinced a group of aliens to turn on their boss after they realized they are no longer tiny 
compared to that boss, who is voiced by Danny Devito. A blue bottle that is labeled this man’s “secret 
stuff,” which only contains water, is used by another character as a confidence booster. After taking 
offense to the comment “you’re all washed up, (*) baldy,” this man decides to un-retire and accept a 
challenge. This man surprisingly stretched his arm about 25 feet to win a competition. Shortly after making 
a hole-in-one, he is lassoed through the golf hole into a tunnel, at the end of which he passes through some 
kind of portal labeled with the Warner Brothers Pictures logo. For 10 points, name this man who scores the 
final points against the Monstars, a star shooting guard who appeared in Space Jam. 
ANSWER: Michael Jordan <WHM> <VP> 
 

10. An agent of this polity asks a man who is about to torture him “you have any idea how much trouble 
you’re in?” to which his torturer responds, “gee, I never been in trouble with the law before.” Troops 
of this polity killed a soldier named Bendis who a few seconds earlier had been told could not die, 
because he was “so... very... pretty.” This polity’s flag is a small (*) Chinese flag atop an American flag 
without its stars. Lawrence Dobson was a mole for this polity who, according to another character, “likes to 
shoot at girls when he’s nervous.” A opening narration mentions “a few idiots” tried to fight against this 
polity in the Unification War, and were known as Browncoats. For 10 points, identify this polity which won 
the Battle of Serenity Valley, the governing entity in the Firefly universe. 



 

ANSWER: Alliance [or the Union of Allied Planets] <FIR> <VP> 
 

11. On a show with this title, Ryo Tetsuda becomes emperor of Zairon after killing his brother Hiro 
Ishida. That show with this title began with its six main characters waking up on a ship with no 
memory of who they were, so they named themselves numbers one through six. On Buzz Lightyear of 
Star Command, a villain with this last name and first name (*) Warp betrayed Star Command and 
secretly worked for Emperor Zurg. According to one character, this material is so dense that “one pound of 
it weighs over ten thousand pounds.” One of the animals rescued from an imploding planet produces a 
small amount of it after eating every other rescued animal. For 10 points, name this fuel excreted by 
Nibbler on Futurama, which in real life may make up 85% of the mass of the universe. 
ANSWER: dark matter [or Warp Darkmatter] <OTV> <VP> 
 

12. In a convoluted episode, SG-1 had to find a smuggler’s cargo ship to trade for a power coil to trade 
for a necklace to trade for information to deactivate the effects of one of these wearable objects. It’s 
not an earring, but Kira Nerys identified Tora Naprem as Gul Dukat’s mistress because of one of 
these objects found with her body. A pair of these objects called “kor mak” were only heard of in 
passing by Teal’c before Vala (*) slapped one onto Daniel to ensure they stayed in close proximity. In 
The Last Jedi, after Finn asks "how will Rey find us now," Leia reveals a blue device attached to one of 
these objects. That device is a cloaked binary beacon whose partner is worn by Rey. For 10 points, identify 
this object worn on your wrist. 
ANSWER: bracelets [after The Last Jedi is read, prompt on beacon by asking "the beacon is what kind of 
object?"] <CCL> <VP> 
 

13. A character living in this decade builds a mnemonic memory circuit using technology equivalent to 
“stone knives and bearskins.” Unusual physical features of a character living in this decade are 
explained away as a childhood accident involving a mechanical rice picker while growing up in 
China. A character who accidentally (*) injected himself with an overdose of cordrazine traveled back in 
time to this period. Three characters intentionally allow an automobile accident in this decade to kill Edith 
Keeler, rather than allow her to found a pacifist movement in the United States. For 10 points, name this 
decade to which Kirk, Spock and McCoy travel via the Guardian of Forever, where they spend most of 
their time in a homeless shelter operating during the Great Depression. 
ANSWER: 1930’s [prompt on 30’s] <TOS> <VP> 
 

14. In one movie, a spacecraft disappeared in 2040 while trying to reach this location, and reappeared 
around Neptune seven years later. That ship, which was powered by an experimental drive built by 
Dr. William Weir, instead traveled to some hellish dimension, and was named Event Horizon. A ship 
fueled by deutronium that was attempting to reach this location was sent off course by Dr. Zachary 
Smith. The gas giant Polyphemus is in this (*) star system, which was the original destination of Jupiter 
2, carrying the Robinson family, on the series Lost in Space. Human mining of unobtanium on this 
system’s moon Pandora is opposed by the native Na’vi species. For 10 points, name this star system, the 
located about four light years from Earth, the closest star system to our own. 
ANSWER: Alpha Centauri [or Proxima Centauri] <MOV> <TE> 
 

15. The Stanchion is a scaled-down version of this weapon for individual use. After three Rhino artillery 
platforms penetrated a dome-shaped energy shield, forty shots from this weapon destroyed the base 
within at the end of the level “Dome of Light.” Because ship superstructures are literally built 
around these weapons, the entire ship must maneuver in order to aim its unguided projectiles, unlike 
Archer missiles. A prototype version that could fire three lighter shots in rapid succession was 
present aboard the (*) Pillar of Autumn. Cairo Station carries a massive one as part of an orbital defense 
platform system protecting Earth, and was nearly destroyed by a Covenant bomb. For 10 points, identify 
these massive guns in the Halo universe that use B-fields to launch projectiles. 
ANSWER: magnetic accelerator cannon [or MAC gun, or MAC cannon, prompt on railgun] <VGM> 
<VP> 
 



 

16. After a man is asked if he knows this character, the man responds, “not socially. His name is [this 
character’s name], he kills people.” This character aids the protagonist’s escape when he frees a 
space shuttle after the docking release from a space station is jammed.  Thanks to a (*) circus tent, 
this man survives a malfunctioning parachute, and later survives a cable car crash at the base of Rio’s 
Sugarloaf Mountain.  This character’s only spoken line in either of his film appearances is “Well, here’s to 
us” as he toasts with his girlfriend before the escape pod they are on escapes from a disintegrating space 
station. For 10 points, identify this assassin, employed in one film by Karl Stromberg and in another by 
Hugo Drax, and is played by actor Richard Kiel, a character named for his menacing metal teeth. 
ANSWER: Jaws <MOV> <TE>  
 

17. A baby of this species nicknamed “Punky Muffin” was kidnapped and taken to a monastery on the 
planet Teth. Elsewhere on Teth, the tomb of a member of this species was broken into by Sy Snootles 
and Ziro, shortly before Snootles murdered Ziro for breaking her heart. An unusually large member 
of this species named (*) Mama complained “hey, who’s going to pay for my door?” after Quinlan Vos 
knocks it down. A member of this species bit the head off a gorg and spit it at a gong to signal the start of a 
race, although he fell asleep during the race and had to be woken up by Bib Fortuna. A member of this race 
lost two slaves to Watto in a bet, including Shmi Skywalker. For 10 points, name this species which 
included Gardulla, the rival of Jabba. 
ANSWER: Hutts <STW> <VP> 
 

18. After arriving in the year 2024, this character commented, “21st century history isn’t one of my 
strong points. Too depressing.” This person attempted to end a non-human character’s 207-game 
winning streak in Tongo, just to see the look on his opponent’s face when he’s defeated by a lowly 
hu-mon (hew-mon). This man shot a cork from a ‘45 (*) Dom Pérignon to knock out an 
eyepatch-wearing man sneaking up on him in the episode titled “Our Man” this character’s name. An 
imposter of this character nearly succeeded in destroying a combined Klingon, Federation and Romulan 
fleet by blowing up a nearby sun from a runabout. For 10 points, identify this character whose genetic 
enhancements often allow him to defeat his friend Chief O’Brien at darts, the doctor aboard Deep Space 
Nine.  
ANSWER: Doctor Julian Subatoi Bashir [or “Our Man Bashir”] <DS9> <VP> 
 

19. During the funeral of John Kelly, the commander of the Ares IV mission to Mars, this character 
whispered to his casket that the Yankees won the 2032 World Series in six games. After kissing a 
friend on the cheek, this character points out "that was a platonic gesture, don’t expect me to pose 
for you." A device called a vinculum triggered multiple personalities to (*) emerge in this character, 
including the kadis-kot loving Maryl, Subaltern Lorot, and the son of K’vok, who are respectively a human, 
Vulcan, and Klingon. This character’s parents were exobiologists named Magnus and Erin aboard the USS 
Raven, and she was born Annika Hansen. For 10 points, identify this character whose cortical implant from 
her time with the Borg remained attached above her left eye. 
ANSWER: Seven of Nine, Tertiary Adjunct of Unimatrix 01 (zero-one) [or Annika Hansen until mention] 
<VOY> <VP> 
 

20. Description acceptable. A character makes this kind of statement before and after the following 
exchange is made: “How much farther?” “I don’t know, I’m not sure, I’ve never really come this 
way! We’re close, I know that.” A character asks his friend if he should say one of these statements 
shortly after chiming in “I find that answer vague and unconvincing.” A woman snaps “shut up!” 
halfway through one of these statements as the ship they are on turns around and moves into (*) 
attack position. After a character is allowed to keep a blaster that she “found,” K-2SO almost makes one of 
these statements, but instead says “it’s high, it’s very high.” For 10 points, identify this kind of statement 
made before successfully navigating an asteroid field, given by C-3PO as 3,720 to 1. 
ANSWER: giving the odds [accept logical equivalents like stating the probability; or calculating the 
possibility of something happening; accept specifically K-2SO or C-3PO giving the odds] <STW> <VP> 
 



 

21. This character was once described by another character as “an angel blazing with the light of God.” 
In response to the question “what do we do now?” while watching a column of marching soldiers, 
this character says, “The same thing we always do. Fight ‘em until we can’t.” While masquerading as 
a technician to fix the air system, this character pulled two (*) pistols from a tool box in a failed attempt 
to end a hostage situation. This character says “oh, don’t blow up on me, you bastard” when about to test a 
stealth fighter cobbled together from extra parts, named the Blackbird. Using a locator beacon on Earth, she 
discovered a burnt-out cockpit containing a corpse with blond hair and her own dog tags. For 10 points, 
name this cigar-smoking Viper pilot aboard Galactica.  
ANSWER: Kara “Starbuck” Thrace <BSG> 
 

  


